Near-null interferometry using an aspheric null lens generating a broad range of variable spherical aberration for flexible test of aspheres.
A null lens moving back and forth relative to a point source can generate variable spherical aberration for flexible test of aspheres. Different from the previous methods, variable spherical aberration null theory was developed by us to optimize the null lens. The optimized null was a plano-convex singlet containing a high order even asphere. Its attractive advantages are the simple structure and the broad range of testable surfaces. Most concave prolate conic and near conic surfaces with k∙R value varying between 0 and about 70000mm and with smaller relative aperture than that determined by each k∙R value can be tested. The testable asphericity range is between 0 and about 230λ. Relations among these testable surfaces were revealed as different groups of equidistant surfaces. To explicitly show the ability of the null, the measurable surfaces range map that contains all parameters defining a conic surface was offered. A practical near-null test system using this null was established. Alignment, near-null data processing, and error sources are analyzed in detail. To verify the broad testable surfaces range, three surfaces with widely varying amounts of asphericity were tested. Cross tests were provided to verify the test system accuracy.